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I am Masahisa Sato.
I am very glad I will introduce Professor Kunio
Yamagata.
First of all, I would like to say "Congratulation"
to Professor Kunio Yamagata on his retirement and
65th birthday with good health.



Now I believe everyone remembers the ICRA 14 held
in Tokyo in 2010.



As the main organizer, Yamagata gave great efforts to
hold ICRA 14 and it ended with great success such as
Masaki Kashiwara gave series of lectures and we had
many participants, particularly from abroad.



Here is the Proceeding of ICRA 14 published by
European Mathematical Society.



This ICRA was held in 20 years after ICRA5 had been
organized by Professor Tachikawa in Tsukuba in 1990.



Here is a picture of Tsukuba University.



20 year seems to be special. Tsukuba developed in
about 20 years from this kind of deep forest.



Next I will introduce some mathematicians
relating to Professor Yamagata and me
in his history.

Yamagata's supervisor was Professor Tachikawa.
Unfortunately he can not attend this meeting due to

his advanced age 83.



Tachikawa's supervisor was Professor Kiichi Morita
who is very famous for Morita duality and so on.
So Yamagata is a grand student of Morita.
Morita was in charge of the class of Yamagata
for four years in the under graduate course of Tokyo
University of Education.



They were member of Tokyo University of Education.
In this picture, you can refer to their offices.



In undergraduate course, Yamagata took our class in
1972 for the first time as an assistant professor.

Also I selected Tachikawa seminar in 1974.
Iwanaga and Yamagata as well as Tachikawa took

care of us for one year in this seminar.



This is a member of Tachikawa school at that time.



(Wakamatsu, Yamagata, Miyashita, Kato, Masaike
Tachikawa, Mrs. Fuller, K.R.Fuller)

Maybe you may recognize some of them and feel that
they were young.



Now we move ages 20 years ahead. He was professor
of Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology for
15 years from 1997 after he moved from Tsukuba.



I also attended there once a week from around 2000
and used this text book he published for students.



Also he published a book
"Frobenius algebras I"

with SkowrÓnski from European Math. Society as a
specialist of Frobenius algebra.

In 1991, collaborations with SkowrÓnski about
representations of Frobenius algebras had started, and
until now, 13 joint articles were published.



It will give good informations for students and
mathematicians to study ring theory and representation
theory.



Next I would like to introduce his paper.



Here is a list of Yamagata's papers and books reviewed
in Mathematical Reviews.



The total number of papers is 49.



I will talk about his concerns in his early stage
because Professor SkowrÓnski will talk about his
achievement on representation theory in his middle and
recent ages.
Yamagata's first concern was

Krull-Remark-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem.
His first paper was published from Science Report of
Tokyo University of Education.
In this paper, he challenged to unsolved problem with
respect to Krull-Remark-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem
about the decomposition of direct summand of a



complete decomposable module.
Particularly in the case of injective direct-summand,
there is so called "Matlis' problem" which says that this
problem holds affirmatively only for noetherian rings.
But Yamagata showed that this problem holds under
much weaker conditions.
This result is still best result even now.



Next step was the influence of P.Crawley-B.JÓnss0n's
paper about exchange property. Also through
Fuller-Reiten's paper, he realized that exchange
property is relating to a ring of finite representation
type.

These made him to shift his research to representation
theory, naturally.

Remark: The problem of P.Crawley-B.Jonsson (1964)
itself is still open.



So the main topic of his thesis in 1977 was about
exchange property. He discussed problem if finite
exchange property implies exchange property or not,
and relation to perfect rings.
Also he discussed relation between finite representation
type and exchange property.

Around in 1976, Yamagata had stated the study of
trivial extension algebras of arbitray hereditary algebras
and, in 1997 he completely determined all
indecomposable modules and irreducible maps over the
trivial extension algebras based on those over the



hereditary algebra. Though the results were published
later in 1981, he took the initiative the study of
representations of trivial extension algebras over
hereditary algebras and, then many ring theorists
followed him.



Though Yamagata shifted his research to representation
theory, as you know, the theorem was completed by
Birge Zimmermann and Wolfgang Zimmermann in
1984 by proving that c => a.

We can say that Yamagata approached just in front of
goal since Yamagata already had proved B <=> C
(A=>B is trivial).

This experience must give him Good teaching
"Never give up !"



But even Yamagata shifted his research to
representation theory, he has given nice results. One of
these is the following result for a ring of finite type.

"There is a chain of irreducible maps for any
indecomposable module M starting from some simple
module S."

Remark: His proof implicitly says that any two
indecomposable modules are connected by irreducible
maps.



I believe Professor Yamagata feel some kind of relief
because Professor Iyama with many other Japanese has
worked very actively as one of representatives of ring
theory in Japan also all over the world.

We have strong duty that Japanese ring-theorists must
develop ring theory, traditionally inherited from Morita
through Yamagata.

I would like to conclude my talk by wishing Professor
Yamagata's Good Luck in the following his life.

Thank you.


